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Editor’s Drum
Rebecca (Year 12)

Climate change, global warming, accelerated
extinction: these are words that we have all heard
before. Of all the issues that simultaneously plague
our world and collective consciousness, this is one
that is universal. We have dedicated this edition of
the LQ to the theme of Supporting Sustainability
in the hopes of highlighting the role that each and
every one of us has to play in slowing the effects of
climate change. With awareness comes action: This
edition aims to achieve the former and empower you
to pursue the latter.
We have all heard of going on vegetarian diets,
switching from plastic to paper cups, and refusing
a straw to protect the environment. As important as
those individual consumerist actions are, it’s time to
look at the bigger picture.
It’s no coincidence that the environment has been
deteriorating ever since the Industrial Revolution.
Nor is it a surprise that it has only continued to
deteriorate as industrialisation occurs globally. The
‘Carbon Majors Report’ in 2017 revealed that just
100 companies have been responsible for 71% of
global industrial greenhouse gas emissions since
1988. Capitalism is at the core of this climate crisis.
Industrial capitalism, in particular, with its burning
of fossil fuels to power machines and deforestation
to clear land for factories; its atmospheric pollution
contributes to the warming of our Earth. Such actions
also account for the subsequent loss of biodiversity
and soil quality that disrupts the ecological balance
of our planet.
Capitalism as a system is highly exploitative of
both our people and our planet. It is driven by
an unsustainable pursuit of profit and perpetual
growth. With profit being the overriding priority over
environmental protection, human rights, or abidance
with laws, we live in a world where we inch closer
and closer to the 1.5°C limit of global warming set
by the Paris Peace Agreement of 2015.

Billionaires like Elon Musk are already planning
on establishing a colony on Mars; the elite 1% are
devising their exit strategy. But there is no escape
for the rest of us.
However, this is not to say that all hope is lost. It is
to push the exact opposite message, that despite the
lack of progress from governments, we still have a
window of time (albeit small) to act. Urge governments
to take climate action, be mindful of your consumer
choices, and limit your carbon footprint whenever
possible. The time to act is now.
In addition to our regular columns, several articles
focus on recent developments surrounding the theme,
including a summary of the 26th United Nations
Climate Change Conference and a dystopian short
story depicting a future that could become ours if the
climate crisis is not averted promptly and decisively.
I want to sincerely thank the Assistant Editors—Alicia
and Alice—for their help in assembling this edition
and for all of the wonderful artistic ideas that they
bring to the table. A special thank you goes to Mr
Nathan for his continued assistance and smooth
coordination of the LQ, as always.
Finally, thank you, dear reader, for picking up the
newest edition of the LQ. I hope you enjoy your read!
Alice (Year 11)
and
Alicia (Year 12)
Assistant Editors

Star and Fight
(Year 12)
LQ Artists
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Rob’s Rundown
Mr Rob Stewart, Head of School

Sustaining Effective Learning Communities
in an International School
This edition of the LQ theme of Supporting
Sustainability had me initially tuning my thinking
towards the environment, recycling and all the
buzzwords associated with sustainability. However,
as an educator who passionately believes in quality
teaching and learning programmes, we can equally
apply the concept of sustainability to how we ensure
that the high-quality learning environments we provide
for our students and the high quality of teacher
instruction in delivering these learning programmes
are both sustainable.
Whilst embellished by good writing and planning,
any teaching and learning programme may be
poorly delivered by a teacher. However, that same
programme can be also expertly delivered—resulting

in the students being motivated, being challenged,
and achieving outstanding results. Dr John Hattie’s
research1 into student achievement clearly shows
that the most significant element a school can focus
on to impact student achievement is to ensure the
teachers are skilled in teaching (instruction).
Teachers do make a difference!
So what do we do as a school and education system
to ensure that we have teachers delivering teaching
and learning programmes most effectively?
Firstly, let’s ask some fundamental questions about
teachers.
How do we know what a teacher does (classroom
management) that discourages students from
misbehaving in class? What instructional skills does
a teacher use to ensure the students in their class
are safe, are held accountable and can respond
effectively to the learning challenges presented
to them? Why do students enjoy being in some
classes yet dread others? What is it that teachers
do that constantly promote high student grades?
How do teachers articulate what it is that makes
them successful and strong teachers? The list of
questions can go on and on.
My work in Instructional Leadership at the Western
Australian Government Schools’ Leadership
Centre allowed me to develop a deeper conceptual
understanding of what we can do to support classroom
teachers to become instructionally intelligent.
Research into effective teaching has highlighted
what the key elements are in instruction: classroom

1
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Reference: Hattie, J. (2003). ‘Teachers Make a Difference: What is the Research Evidence?’

management, curriculum knowledge and assessment.
Looking at the two diagrams below, we can see
the elements through the lens of the Instructional
Leadership Wisdoms, as well as What Makes
Teaching Go!

around the class, voice and tone, strategies used,
and the extent to which they make individuals
accountable. We need to use a common vocabulary
about teaching so that we can articulate the craft of
teaching. It is critical that the feedback we provide
teachers is specific and non-judgemental.
An instructionally-intelligent teacher is strong in all four
quadrants of What Makes Teaching Go and they have
a conceptual understanding of the Four Wisdoms.
At LANNA, we are developing a pedagogical coaching
team in all three divisions (Early Years, Primary,
and Secondary). The team are teachers who have
expressed a desire to go further in developing their
understanding of instructional leadership and to
support their colleagues through the process of
observation and conferencing.
The art of deconstructing a lesson and providing
feedback in a non-judgemental conferencing climate
will hopefully bring our already excellent teachers to
a more consciously competent level. The focus on
Instructional Leadership will benefit teachers in not
only their personal teaching repertoire but also help
them to gain confidence in their teaching abilities—to
be Instructionally Intelligent.

As a pedagogical leader in our school, I need to ensure
that we can offer our teachers support in all four of
these areas through professional development and
resources. But that isn’t enough. To sustain strong,
instructionally-intelligent teachers, we need to also
develop a culture of continuous improvement. We
need to be able to deconstruct what a teacher does
in a lesson. We analyse their questioning, movement

It is exciting to see our teachers wanting to develop
their teaching capacity further so that they can
deliver their learning programmes as effectively
as possible. This will be the greatest advantage in
helping our students maximise their achievements
in the courses they undertake.
In future editions, I hope to continue with updates
in this area as well as provide real examples of how
the Pedagogical Coaching Team are influencing
teaching and learning at LANNA.
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Kevin’s
Corner
Mr Kevin Pugh, Secondary Principal

World Class Programmes:
IGCSEs and A Levels at LANNA
LANNA offers by far the widest ranging, and most successful, British IGCSE and A Level programmes
in the North of Thailand. We currently offer IGCSEs in 19 different subjects and A Levels in 17 different
subjects—allowing our students to be able to choose subjects that they are genuinely interested in and
can enjoy studying. This is a huge range of subject choices for a school of our size!
If you are interested to know about the range of courses that we offer you can find our full IGCSE and A
Level course option booklets from: www.lannaist.ac.th/academics/secondary-school

New IGCSE and A Level courses from August 2022
As LANNA continues to grow, and as more and more students choose to join our IGCSE and A Level
programmes, we are able to offer new choices—at both levels. I am very pleased to share that we will
add four new courses for the coming year, giving students even greater freedom to choose subjects that
they enjoy and can excel at.
It is perhaps a sign of our increasingly academic students, many with aspirations in the fields of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics, that a need for higher level maths courses has become
apparent—beyond the IGCSE and A Level mathematics courses that are already on offer.

More mathematics, anyone?
I am very pleased to be able to share that for the coming year we will offer two new mathematics courses
from Cambridge: a second option at IGCSE in Additional Mathematics, and a second option at A
Level in Further Mathematics (a very high level mathematics course, akin to first year degree level
mathematics). We will also be introducing IGCSE Computer Science for the first time, alongside the
ever popular IT (Information Technology) course.
I am excited to be able to expand the mathematics and computing courses available at LANNA, but also
to be able to move forward with extending our offerings within the field of humanities, offering the popular
subject of Sociology at IGCSE for the first time. This brings our humanities offerings at IGCSE to a total
of five different subjects for our students to select from: Geography, History, Enterprise (Business), Global
Perspectives and Sociology. Hopefully, something "humanities" there for everyone.
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IGCSE and A Levels: Why study at LANNA?
Our track record of success is clearly one of the main reasons so many young people are joining us for
their IGCSEs and A Levels. A summary of our students' results over the last seven years is available for
all to see on our website: www.lannaist.ac.th/academics/academic-achievement
Providing a wide range of subject choices for our students, allowing them to choose subjects that they
genuinely enjoy and can immerse themselves in, is an extremely important reason why our students do
so well, but clearly not the only reason. So why else?
Experienced and dedicated staff that are invested in the school: LANNA's highly qualified and
dedicated teachers bring a wealth of IGCSE and A Level experience and an in-depth knowledge of the
expectations of these courses. Details of our teachers' experience and qualifications are available for
you to see on the Meet the Staff page of our website.
Small class sizes enable teachers to personalise learning for their students. Given that we are teaching
in an international community with a number of students who are second-language English speakers,
this personalised help makes a huge difference and feeds our successes at all levels.
Motivated and engaged students: Our students are motivated to succeed and are nurtured in a school
culture that encourages academic success and actively looks ahead at university and career options
throughout the high school years.
Ongoing Professional Development for all teachers, every year—a huge motivator that keeps LANNA
teachers not only up to date, but moving forward and excited about their role as a teacher. Excited
teachers are great teachers.
Quality of teaching resources: Whether new sets of textbooks, subscriptions to online learning platforms
and simulations, or purchase of lab equipment and supplies, a generous budget and continuous investment
means great teaching resources to support learning are found at LANNA.
High expectations and frequent communications: LANNA parents, teachers and students have very
open channels of communication. Parents know that the teachers know their child well, and students
know that their teachers are there to support and guide them as they grow and develop.
We CARE. Ultimately all of our teachers care deeply about the success of their students. Teachers at
LANNA are very connected to each other and frequently discuss student successes, and otherwise, and
how they can support and develop students' skills and abilities.
If you are interested to know more about what we offer at LANNA, and find out why so many students
are choosing to spend their High School years at LANNA studying for their IGCSEs and A Levels, please
visit our website to find out more. Please also get in touch if you would like to set up an appointment to
talk with me about what we can offer for your family. I would be very happy to talk with you—whether in
person or via a video call.
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Sarah’s Say
Ms Sarah Reynolds, Primary Principal

Supporting Sustainability in Primary
In 2015, countries in the United Nations adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which call
for all nations to aim to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy
peace and prosperity.

In Primary, we know that educating our students
about the SDGs plays a role in helping to achieve
these goals through engaging our school community
with global issues.
The International Primary Curriculum (IPC) has
over 130 units, which have global or international
threads that are relevant to our learners and aim to
improve learning. The themes are structured so that
they are exciting for both the pupils and the teachers
facilitating the learning. The IPC aims to strengthen
the personal qualities of our children and to help
them to develop their international mindedness
8

and become Global Citizens. The (IPC) units that
we study at LANNA contain a wealth of explicit and
implicit opportunities to unpack global issues such as
sustainability, climate action, conservation, nutrition
and well-being.
I asked a LANNA Primary student, Blaire (Year 6),
to examine what supporting sustainability means
to her. Thank you, Blaire, for writing your ideas to
educate others about this important issue and how
we can all work towards ensuring poverty is ended,
the planet is protected and that people all over the
world live in peace and prosperity.

Supporting Sustainability
by Blaire (Year 6)

When someone mentions sustainability, what
immediately comes into your mind? Sustainability
has more than one definition. Whether it’s industrial
sustainability, or just in our environment, they all
have one thing in common: We all have to take part
in ensuring that there will be enough resources for
future generations.
Industrial Sustainability
Industry is really likely to damage our environment. A
lot of industries today rely on energy that is based on
fossil fuels, which are nonrenewable, meaning they
will eventually run out. When burnt, they contribute to
the creation of greenhouse gases, which can remain
in our planet’s atmosphere. Agricultural industries are
also known to use chemical pesticides, which can
be both unhealthy and harmful for the environment.
Also, as a result of overpopulation, construction
industries can destroy many important habitats to
build more facilities for people to use and live in.
Despite the damage these problems can inflict,
there are also many solutions that can minimise it.
Instead of using fossil-fuel-based energy, people
can replace it with alternative energy—energies
like solar power (converting sunlight into energy),
hydroelectricity (using the flow of water to generate
power), or tidal energy (using the waves to create
electricity), which are all renewable and cause little
pollution. Another example is instead of using harmful
pesticides, agricultural industries can conserve
water by planting crops that are more eco-friendly
to the environment, and they can collect rainwater
for irrigation instead of using chemical solutions.
Environmental Sustainability
Environmental sustainability is a little more wellknown. From greenhouse gases to pollution, there
are a lot of problems we have seen in the last few
centuries that are really causing the Earth to suffer.
Microplastics are created when plastic is broken down
into tiny pieces that eventually become microscopic;
they end up in the food we eat and the water we
drink. Another big problem that is more notable is
greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases are produced
from the fossil fuels that are burnt up in factories,
and they can really harm our planet’s atmosphere.

our planet bit by bit, and it’s time to make up for
it. Instead of disposing of single-use plastic bags
or containers, reuse them. Recycling them is also
a good option, which uses old materials to make
new ones. For example, a read newspaper can be
recycled to make new colored paper, plastic bags
can be recycled to make candy wrappers, and glass
bottles can become ornaments. Reducing the amount
of plastic you use every day can help, too.
A solution to decrease greenhouse gases is cycling
to school instead of driving a car, or paying for public
transport, because believe it or not, the fuel that cars
use is mostly based on fossil fuels.
If we succeed in environmental sustainability, we
will also be maintaining the balance of biodiversity.
Biodiversity is the balance of all lifeforms on the
planet. Without it, for example, we may face a world
without bees. Bees play a crucial role in pollination,
and without them, our food sources will be affected.
Overfishing is a good example, too. We are killing so
many fish that some species are starting to become
endangered, even coming close to extinction. Some
governments have protected certain species from
being killed, but illegal trade still continues.
You may have realised that every single living thing
on Earth depends on one another, and a certain
species cannot die off without affecting the ecosystem
around it. So, we have to maintain biodiversity and
preserve the balance of our world.
What Can We Do To Help Our Planet?
As students, there are limited things we can do to
change our environment in a big way. Despite that,
we can still take part in spreading awareness. In a
group, we can work together to attract attention to
people who may be able to help. We can pick up
garbage, plant trees, encourage others to reuse,
reduce or recycle plastic, and even inspire other
industries to use alternative energy like wind or
water power. Installing solar panels or building up
the popularity of green architecture can also help
our environment hugely.
We still have a long way to go. Love the Earth and
start making little changes to your everyday life.

Everyone in the world is taking part in damaging
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Kate’s Update &
L’il Munchkins
Ms Kate Elizabeth Fenton, Early Years Principal

“Many parents want to be a ‘fly on the wall’ when their child is in Nursery, now they can be!’’
and view each child in all areas of development. The
essential goal of the SLC is for parents to see the
process of learning that is occurring at this point in the
year, rather than the product such as tests or reports.
We asked the parents to support their children in the
conference procedure by filling out a pre-conference
survey detailing where they thought their child was at
pre-conference. We also gave the following parent tips
before our conferences so that they were aware of their
role before joining the conference:

At LANNA Early Years for the past few years we have
hosted Student-Led Conferences to help parents better
understand their child’s learning journey.
On Friday, 25th of March, there were no regular classes
and instead parents and their children came to Early
Years at their time slot, and their children led the
conferences and explained to their parents what they
have been doing in each subject area so far this year.
The students in Early Years have been exposed to a
wide variety of learning engagements this year, so this
was a great opportunity for them to share these efforts
and achievements with parents at the 2022 StudentLed Conference (SLC). The children led their parents
through their personal process of learning, showed them
around the classroom, and engaged them in centre
activities to show their daily learning.
This type of conference is intended to be guided entirely
by the children and is not a conference with the teacher,
so teachers were politely not available to discuss
student progress during the conferences. Their role
was to be present, offer encouragement and guidance,
and observe each student as he/she negotiated their own
way through the learning engagements that were set
up for them. SLCs can be a powerful way to participate
10

FOR PARENTS
• You and your child will need time to go through his/
her portfolio of work. Expect 30-45 minutes.
• You and your child will be sitting together at tables
and on the floor to play games, read, and generally
play. It is not a formal conference.
• To make your child comfortable and not feel
pressure, be interested and encouraging. Positive
anticipation about the upcoming SLC is helpful to
build excitement and confidence for them.
• Listen intently and respond to the student. Remember,
the classroom teachers and assistant teachers
will be there, but not involved, so please be patient
to support each child through their unique process.
• Show that you are proud of all their growth.
• Ask questions to draw out their learning when
appropriate.
• Help students stay on track.
• Recognise that students need to develop independence
and confidence in communication.
• To be considerate of the needs of your child, please no
phone usage at this time! Full attention to your child,
please. This is their day to guide you through their
world. We will take photos and share them with you.
• SLCs can be done in any language! We encourage
you to use your mother tongue with your child to
gain complete understanding.
Overall, as in previous years, this type of conference
was a success for all involved—the teachers, students
and parents. Some parents afterwards commented on
this style of conference being a better way to showcase
their child’s progress and involve them in their learning.

We chose Tapestry as our platform for online portfolios
this year as we are firstly wanting to modernise our
approach and access for parents to their child’s work.
Furthermore, it is a secure online learning journal
that can be used to capture, share and celebrate
children’s learning and development.

This then enables teachers to continue to strengthen
learning links with parents at home. The Tapestry
platform then works to enable these memories to be
kept as a permanent record of each child’s journey.
All information on the platform is stored securely and
can be downloaded and shared as required. Parents
can then access all of the work, activities and fun
whilst making their own comments. This feature is
great for International Schools. Transient parents
loved the previously-used hard copy portfolios but
struggled to pack them when moving on to their next
school/destination.
The communication between staff and parents that
Tapestry enables helps build a shared grasp of how
every child can reach their full potential, from newborn
to end of Primary. The Tapestry online portfolio is also
available as a user-friendly app, meaning capturing
these key moments and videoing milestones is even
easier.

The LANNA Early Years teachers offer rich portfolios
with weekly online posts showcasing and documenting
the knowledge, skills and understanding (KSUs)
the students have worked on and achieved in that
week. These posts reveal progress and record all
the fun of their child’s early learning in one place.
Parents can access these pages via their own special
login, which is handed to them at the beginning of
the academic year.
Tapestry builds a special record of a child’s experiences,
development and unique learning journey through their
Early Years. Using photos, videos, and diary entries,
a teacher—along with the child’s parents—intertwines
the story of how that individual child is growing and
progressing.

“Tapestry currently has 1,076,707 active learning
portfolios across 17,406 accounts. Yesterday 83,553
observations were uploaded to our servers, containing
153,340 photographs and notes with educational
assessments.” (Tapestry website)

Submitting online posts via Tapestry enables parents
to keep up to date on a weekly basis—rather than
waiting for parent meetings—to see their child’s work.
11

Alumni Stories

Node Hansirichai, I am now back in Chiang Mai, as a humble owner of
a food stall. It is now that I realise that hearing my
Class of 2011
My dream career is to
make others happy. I
wish to give others the
same joy I felt during my
most joyous moments,
which are when I’m
travelling and gaining
new experiences. It
was at LANNA that I
learned that the best
career pursuit for this
goal was in the tourism and hospitality industry.
However, it wasn't until I completed my bachelor's
degree at Mahidol University that I understood that
I wanted to be a hotel concierge.
A concierge is a doorkeeper, a front office staff that
primarily handles non-room-related tasks such as the
handling of luggage or the provision of information
about the area. However, an excellent concierge
is able to create memories for their guests as they
are able to procure anything. They are able to make
a reservation at the city’s finest restaurants for a
momentous occasion or procure the greatest flower
bouquet for a surprise anniversary.
It was a wonderful time as I welcomed guests from all
over the world and also hopefully created memorable
experiences for them along the way. Yet after five
years, the glamour and the more than handsome
rewards were no longer compelling.
12

customers express their satisfaction with my food is
as fulfilling as my previous career. It was after all
also a way to do what I have always wanted to
do in my career—to make others happy.

Naline Bellier,
Class of 2014
When I graduated
from LANNA in 2014,
my first stop was the
University of Sussex in
Brighton, UK, to study
mechanical engineering,
which I chose based
on the classes I had
excelled at in school.
Ironically, during my third
and final year, I came
to the conclusion that
mechanical engineering
just wasn’t for me. I
have my independent
project to thank for that. I spent the majority of that
year researching and designing knee prosthetics,
which clued me in to the fact that while I found the
designing process challenging and fun, it was the
biological interactions it would have in the body
that really fascinated me. I still pushed through and
finished my degree, but I had decided by then that I
was going to shift my career towards bioengineering.

Of course, this did not happen immediately. Many
students might remember that I substituted at
LANNA for a while and when I wasn’t doing that I
was either translating as a part-time job or applying
to more bioengineering centric companies. I did
luck out eventually, getting a job at the Biomedical
Engineering Institute at Chiang Mai University, where
they were kind enough to train me in cell culture
and chemical synthesis while I applied the skills
I already had to other aspects of the job. My time
there was an interesting combination of mechanical,
electrical, and bioengineering. In fact, some of the
ambulances you see around Chiang Mai even have
the equipment I had a direct hand in assembling.
By being there, I was eventually given the opportunity
to apply for a full scholarship for a joint Master’sPhD in bioengineering at Chung-Ang University in
Seoul, Korea, which as it happens is where I am now,
working on biomaterials and stem cell engineering.
I suppose I’d like to say this to any students at
LANNA who might be questioning what steps they
need to take: You might not end up doing what
you initially thought but you’re sure to find out
what you really want along the way!

Simon Tran,
Class of 2015
After graduating from
LANNA in 2015, I
attended the University
of Colorado Denver,
majoring in biology. I
was involved in student
organizations; for
example, I served as
the co-president of the
Minority Association of
Pre-health Students
(MAPS) and worked
as a student research
assistant in a behavioural neuroscience lab studying
fear behaviours in rodents. After graduating from
the University of Colorado Denver in 2019, I worked
as a certified nurse assistant in the Spine Unit at a
hospital in Denver, Colorado. I was fortunate that
I was able to work as a healthcare worker during
the COVID-19 pandemic and took care of patients
during a very stressful and unprecedented time. In
2021 I was accepted into Drexel University College
of Medicine in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and am
currently a first-year medical student. Being at
LANNA was a very valuable experience for me
as I learned from students and teachers from
many different backgrounds and formed many

valuable friendships that I still have to this day.
LANNA was also a comfortable environment for
me to get involved in extracurricular activities
and to start to pursue my interests and goals.

Ben Baraclough,
Class of 2015
Greetings from the Class
of 2015! My journey
after LANNA began with
me eagerly starting a
BSc in Physics at the
University of Groningen
in The Netherlands—
something I had been
excitedly looking forward
to for many years.
Throughout my first year,
however, I gradually
became disillusioned
with my choice in degree—something that led to quite
a bit of soul-searching (and a few degree changes)
throughout the next few years.
Eventually, I settled on my current path—studying
Game Design (BSc Communication and Multimedia
Design) at Hanze University of Applied Sciences
Groningen. This included an opportunity to complete
an Erasmus study exchange in Art and Graphic
Design at the Budapest Metropolitan University in
Hungary for six months.
At the moment, I’ve just begun my semester-long
internship at a K-Pop store in Arnhem, where I’m
creating a mobile game for the company. After this,
I’ll begin my fourth and final year where I’ll be working
on another solo project to deliver a product for a client
before graduating. One of my biggest dreams at the
moment is to one day become a freelance digital
artist and illustrator. I’m also interested in pursuing
art and design jobs, in general, whether that would
be game art, graphic design, or solving problems
through design solutions.
One thing I’d like to share from my experience over
the last several years is that you always have options.
The journey you set off on does not always go
the way you envisioned—no matter how much
planning, research, or preparation you do. There
may be times you feel lost or visionless as a
result, but know that there are always more paths
and opportunities out there, and it’s never too
late to pursue them.
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Ms Joanna Whitehouse
Head of Library Services

How reading helps everyone!
I am really proud to work for LANNA, but none
so much as when our students work together
to help others less fortunate than themselves.
Six years ago Ms Claire started Readathon as
a whole school event—a fundraiser to raise
money for various charities whilst promoting
the love of reading throughout the school.
Students record how many books they read
over a two-week period and ask friends and
family to donate money in recognition of their
effort. Everybody wins—our students get to
spend two weeks challenging themselves to
read as much as they can, and in turn, we
get to support lots of worthwhile causes.
To date, LANNA students have raised over
300,000 THB through this event.
Three years ago we decided to use some of the money from Readathon to assist the Foundation for the
Education of Rural Children (FERC) based in Chiang Mai. FERC is a registered charitable foundation
that provides scholarships for students from low-income families in Northern Thailand. A scholarship
enables students from low-income families to remain at school until they are 18 years of age. It promotes
their ability to go on to further education or training and to better employment opportunities in the future.
FERC works closely with the area Education Authority and the teachers to identify the highly motivated
students who are most in need of support, and in 2019 LANNA’s Readathon money paid for a particular
student, Ying, to receive a three-year scholarship to help her out with things such as dormitory expenses,
uniform and books.

FOUNDATION FOR THE EDUCATION OF RURAL STUDENT

ึ ษาของเด็็กชนิบท
มููลนิิธิเิ พื่่อ
� การศึก
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I felt very lucky to attend the FERC scholarship
ceremony with Ms Claire and some LANNA students
who had contributed to the Readathon, where we
met Ying to present her with her scholarship money.
Unfortunately, since then such ceremonies have
had to be cancelled due to the restrictions of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and we have been unable to
meet Ying again. However, we have still been getting
updates from FERC as to how Ying is doing, and in
the academic year 2020/21 she was President of
the Student Council, her favourite subject is English,
and she arranged an English Camp for students at a
nearby school. In March this year, I was so pleased
to get our final update on Ying’s progress before she
graduated in April 2022. Her GPA have risen to 3.9
and she hopes to attend Chiang Mai University next
year to train as an English teacher.
The last few years have been tumultuous for all of
us; however, without LANNA’s support Ying may
well have not been able to finish her high school
education. A recent report published by the Equitable
Education Fund in Thailand stated that 10% of all
students are currently not returning to school and
the drop-out rates are rising. The economic hardship
created by COVID-19 means that parents are not
able to afford the associated costs of uniforms,
transport, etc. Amongst high school students, this
figure has risen to a truly alarming 48%.
I welcome you to join me in wishing Ying all the
best with the next stage of her education, and thank
students at LANNA for their community-minded spirit
when they contribute to events such as Readathon.
If we each do a little bit to help, together we can
make a big difference.
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Which LANNA Primary and Secondary teachers
do these baby photos belong to?
Take a guess, then see page 24 for the answers!
Archie (Year 8)

Room 101 is a reference to the BBC comedy show and George Orwell’s
novel 1984 where we ask our teachers what they would like to persuade
you to consign to oblivion forever by sending it to their Room 101. In
other words, the top things that they despise and would like to rid this
world of.

Ms Sarah (Secondary)
Chicken on pizza - it's just wrong! There's something
about the texture and taste combination I just can't
stand. Pineapple on the other hand....mmm delicious...
Misuse of capital letters - a real pet peeve of mine,
as all my students know!
Lipton tea bags - as a Brit, I like to think I know a thing or two about tea,
and I can tell you with authority that Lipton is the worst tea of all time. For
me, the best are Yorkshire Gold and Twinings English Breakfast.
Alarm clocks - surely we can all agree that they're a terrible way to start
the day!

Mr John (Primary)
Boris Johnson and his Conservative government - quite how the UK ended up
with this herd of duplicitous criminals in government is one for historians to pore
over in the future. But I am ashamed to be represented by these entitled, truly, truly
awful people. There's a reason why there's not a large far-right political party in the
UK and it's because its potential supporters are more than happy with the job the
Conservatives are doing. The whole cabinet is a rancid mess of incompetence and dishonesty 'led' by
Johnson—a narcissitic man-child, an utter stranger to truth and decency. They revile me and I can't wait
for the day that they're voted out and leave Downing Street, preferably manacled.
Air travel - don't get me wrong, I absolutely adore exploring different countries, but I loathe travelling by
plane. I should probably stop watching air disaster Youtube videos. But as soon as I'm on board, every
slight noise is a wing about to fall off or an engine about to fail. Take off is the worst—I think I've nearly
broken my wife's hand more than once squeezing it so hard as we head for the skies.
Star Wars - Not for any real reason, apart from I know it'll annoy Mr Andrew. :)
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‘Old-School’
Hiking in Today’s World
by James and Fight (Year 12)
The Duke of Edinburgh International Award was
established by Prince Philip in 1956. It was set in
place to recognise and empower young people
through four key components: the development
of new skills, improvement in sports, community
service, and expedition, which in our case was
hiking. On these hiking expeditions, we walked for
miles on steep up-and-down hills, along untrodden
paths, through extensive forests and jungles, and
across streams with awe-inspiring views. The most
recent journey was a strenuous one that challenged
but improved both our physical and mental health.

This trip spanned from the 27th to the 29th of January
2022. The Bronze students only participated in the
first two days of the journey and the Silver students
needed to complete the full three-day trip. During
the hikes, our navigation had to be done in the
traditional way—with maps, compasses, and route
cards to guide our directions. Mobile phones were
only allowed for recording time and taking pictures of
the breathtaking scenery along the way. The average
hiking distance was around 10 km each day, where
every participant (on average) walked 6-7 hours per
day, lugging a 15-kg backpack with all of our tents,
clothes, cooking supplies, food and water.

The journey wasn’t just about hiking; there were
also many fun activities that we could participate in.
During the first night, the supervising teachers set
up a campfire and we grilled marshmallows to make
s’mores (not to mention also to warm ourselves,
since the temperature fell to 10 degrees Celsius).
On that very night, whilst everyone was sleeping,
some dogs surrounded our tents and had a feast
on our food that was left out. This was a big loss
since this food was to be prepared as meals for
the following days. We found a way out of this by
rationing the food among our teams, showing good
teamwork and leadership skills that the award aims
to develop.
Overall, I think this trip was very educational since
it showed how different people excel under different
circumstances and how adversity improves our teamwork
through camaraderie. More importantly, it provided a
chance for us to socialise and communicate with our
friends, away from the stress of academics. Aside
from the gruelling physical aspect of these hikes,
I generally found them enjoyable as they provided
a perfect opportunity for everyone to socialise and
make cherished memories.
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Primary

LANNA Art

Lanna & Pauly (Y6)
We have been researching and creating Traditional Fairground Art in Y6. We focused on typography,
imagery and patterns for our investigation. We completed the investigation with reflection and a
peer critical analysis task. Here are two outcomes from the unit.

Jessica (Y4)
In Y4 we have been looking at music and art connections.
We have used music to inform our drawings and also
researched artists that have done the same. One such artist
is Stuart Davis and his artwork, Swing Landscape, which
is influenced by American swing music. We investigated
the use of shapes, colour and hidden clues. Can you find
Jessica's hidden clues?

Autumn, Stephanie, Kena and Annabelle
(Y3)
Y3 has been investigating famous artists. They have
learned how to use the internet to do research and find
knowledge. They have created an artistic poster and have
presented their work through a video recording.

Dham (Y4)
Dham is an exceptional artist for his age. His winning
entry for the Lanna Chinese New Year art competition
was carefully planned and created. The artwork is
inspired by a Chinese Lunar Story and skillfully drawn
and painted. Congratulations, Dham!
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Gallery

Secondary

Tyler (Y11)
Acrylic paint on paper
Tyler’s theme was ‘Decay’ and she was inspired by artist Stephen
Johnson, who created artwork of decaying fruit in jars. She has created
this work with meticulous attention to detail, verging on the hyper-realistic
style.

Jeab (Y11)
Watercolour on watercolour paper
Jeab’s theme was ‘Fragility’ and she focussed on fragile flowers and
humans and used the shattered mirror as a metaphor for how fragile
our lives are.

PK (Y10)
Acrylic paint on paper
The face in my painting is held down by the mountains surrounding them.
In real life, it could translate into expectations, obligations or anything that
holds you back. However, even if you (the face) are held down by the solid
mountains, you are still reaching out to the moon, which symbolises hopes
and dreams in this piece.

Fight (Y12)
Acrylic paint on canvas
The theme for AS Art & Design Component 1 was ‘Self’. This is
Fight’s depiction of himself. He researched many artists including
Cindy Sherman and Rita Angus. This painting represents an
exploration of himself. The curtains symbolise a tendency to
conceal one's inner emotions.
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by Tee (Year 13)
Artwork by Jiamei (Year 10)

Managing academics and wellbeing
Exam season can be a stressful time for many students. As a student in my last year of high school, I've
developed sustainable study techniques that have allowed me to achieve my academic goals while also
figuring out how to take care of my wellbeing. I've made mistakes before and no one is perfect, but here
is a list of things I've found that helped me the most.

Experiment with different study
methods and find one that works
for you.
For me, that's to practise, practise, practise! My
A-levels are all STEM subjects and my most useful
study technique is to do past papers. Learn from
the mark schemes! Oftentimes, examiners want
you to explain concepts concisely while using
specific keywords. I find that doing this engages
my understanding much more effectively than
passively reading notes. For physics, I like to make
handwritten flashcards for formulas and definitions.
I find flashcards easy to help jog my memory, and
their size makes them convenient for taking on the
go. During IGCSEs, I made mind-maps to link
different concepts. I found this especially useful for
History. Try to teach someone else; if you are able
to explain concepts then that reassures you that
you've understood the material.
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Reach out for help!
I understand it might feel intimidating
to ask for help, but I assure you that
you're not the only one who's stuck
on the same topic. Teachers are
more than happy to help. Aside from
teachers, ask your classmates and
friends. Or make use of the internet,
especially YouTube! If I'm stuck on
a past paper question, I search up
the paper into the search bar and
sometimes someone has uploaded
a full walkthrough of the paper or a
short video explaining the concept.
Not all heroes wear capes. Shout-out
to Science Shorts on YouTube.

Manage your time
effectively.
Start assignments the day you get
them and avoid procrastinating
because "it's due in a week".
Doing so allows you to enjoy
doing other things afterwards
without worrying about your
essay in the back of your head.
Oftentimes we put assignments
to the side without expecting
new assignments to pile up. One
of the most satisfying feelings
is ticking off an assignment on
my To-Do list and deleting all
my opened tabs for it. Sleep
is crucial to performing well in
school, so don't put your work to
the last minute where you find
yourself cramming late at night.

Find a hobby you enjoy.
Whether that's a sport, reading, baking, or knitting, our mental health should be our number one priority.
In order to properly recover from burnout, spend quality time on your favourite hobby. My favourite hobby
is journaling, as I love writing down my thoughts to clear my head as well as having fun decorating the
pages with stickers and washi tape. Find something that will allow you to clear your mind.
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Powerlifting Prodigy!
by Vicky, Year 12

Setting national records for powerlifting as a girl
On Saturday, the 26th of February, I took part in the
Thai Powerlifting National Championship. This
event was hosted at the Iron Hive Gym in Bangkok
and over eighty participants from all over Thailand
gathered there to compete. This competition was
very important because it was a chance for lifters
to set national records, qualify for a spot in the
Thai National Team, and be eligible to compete
internationally.
What were my goals at this competition?
My main goal was to qualify for the Thai National
Team. I competed under the Sub-Junior, Under-63kg
division. I needed a qualifying total of 270kg for the
three lifts which required me and my coach, Peter,
to be very strategic in the way we distributed the
weight among the three movements.

About the Sport of
Powerlifting
Competitors are segregated
into gender, weight, and
age categories. Lifters
are required to perform
three movements: squat,
bench press and deadlift.
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My weight plans for the movements were as follows
since I had three attempts for each movement:
Squats: 82.5, 90, 100
Bench press: 45, 50, 52.5
Deadlift: 115, 125, 140
The plan sounded good on paper; however, I ended
up being able to only lift 100kg for squats, 45kg for
the bench press and 125kg for the deadlift. I knew
that this was not my best performance. Regardless,
this still met the 270kg benchmark, which qualified
me for the Thai National Team. Hence, it was a
successful competition in our book.
Upon reflecting on the events of the competition, I
was being too harsh on myself. Despite feeling like I
did not compete to my best abilities, the 100kg squat
and 125kg deadlift set the new national records
for my gender, age, and weight category. This is
something I should be proud of, considering that I
have only been lifting for one year and this was my
first ever competition!

I came across the Thai Powerlifting Federation’s
Instagram page and was inspired by how strong the
girls looked and how much their bodies were capable
of lifting. One of the girls, Nurki, is from Chiangmai
so I decided to ask her to teach me how to powerlift.
According to her, I did really well despite that being
my first time lifting. Nurki called me a prodigy and
referred me to Coach Peter, the head coach of the
Thai Powerlifting Team.

I started training with Coach Peter in late February
of 2021, made massive progress, and the rest is
history.
What’s next for my powerlifting career?
My next competition is the International Powerlifting
Federation’s World Championship, which will be
hosted in Ecuador in September of this year (2022).
Now that I’ve had my first experience with competing,
I’m certain that I will not experience as much “stage
fright” the next time around and compete to my best
ability!
Nowadays, I go by “Prettiest Powerlifter” because I
believe that there’s beauty in strength.

Why did I start powerlifting? [TW: discussion of
eating disorders]
Despite the satisfying conclusion to the competition,
the journey wasn’t always easy. To be honest, I feel
that I started powerlifting as a way to rebel against
traditional social norms and beauty standards
imposed on women.
In most Asian countries, women are expected to be
very thin and have a “fragile” frame. As someone
who used to be very thin, I knew it was what society
wanted to see from me. However, they do not know
the truth that I was starving myself and over-exercising
to maintain that physique. I understand this is a
sensitive and stigmatized topic, but knowing how many
people are affected by eating disorders, I thought it
was important to raise awareness. Such actions took
a massive toll on my mental and physical health:
I developed multiple diagnosed eating disorders. I
remembered having to be admitted to the hospital
every three months because my stomach was literally
eating itself due to how much I was under-eating.
At the beginning of 2021, I decided that I’d had
enough of living up to these unrealistic expectations.
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LIPSO Presents!

"Governments s

PROPOSITION (Nora, Year 8)
One of the main purposes of a government is to promote the general
welfare of its citizens. This logically includes access to affordable and
reliable healthcare. With governments providing universal healthcare,
they are able to minimise inequalities to access, regulate costs of
service, keep workers healthy (thereby promoting economic growth),
and serve their people.
Firstly, providing all citizens with universal healthcare is not only beneficial
but crucial for economic productivity. When workers get exposed to
diseases and illnesses, access to universal healthcare ensures that recovery
is quick through ameliorating treatments. In doing so, workers can return to work swiftly and avoid
a negative impact on the economic productivity of businesses.
In developing countries, where epidemics are likely to spread rapidly, work and economic growth are
stunted, which negatively affects both its people and the economy. According to a U.S. Governmental
Institute of Medicine report, the American economy drops $65-130 billion annually due to diminished
workers affected by unstable medical care.
Privatised healthcare systems, such as the ones found in the U.S., are known to have higher
costs, less efficiency, more bureaucracy, more waste, and more profiteering than public healthcare
systems. According to the American Journal of Public Health, medical bankruptcies represent 66.5%
of all personal bankruptcies in the America. Government-provided healthcare, which is often partly
or fully funded by a public municipality, will make it more affordable to receive treatment. People
should not be going bankrupt for medical care and governments should protect their fundamental
right to health.
Secondly, universal healthcare equalises service and treatments. Global healthcare coverage
cancels out any bias doctors may have towards wealthier patients or against patients who are
underprivileged. If provided with public healthcare, everyone will receive the same level of care
for their physical problems. In some cases, hospitals have been shown to provide customers they
favour with superior levels of care as well as handling them with more compassionate attitudes.
This goes against the basic rights of a human being even though many nations have entered into
treaties and other agreements meant to protect equal rights. For example, in 1992, the U.S. finally
agreed to the Human Rights Act. However, American hospitals are still shown to treat citizens
differently based on their class. According to a study by Harvard Medical School in 2012, “the
wealthiest fifth of Americans got 43% more healthcare ($1,743 more per person) than the poorest
fifth of Americans.” The amount of money you have should not limit your access to healthcare.
In conclusion, the lack of affordable healthcare and fair treatment can be resolved and avoided
by making healthcare universal and fair for all with the assistance of governments. If this path is
not followed, the unfortunate reality is that poor public health and health inequality will continue
unabated. We can do better.
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should provide universal healthcare."
OPPOSITION (Archie, Year 8)
Many people in today's world wonder why our governments do not
provide universal healthcare. Universal healthcare sounds good in
concept, but in practice, it raises taxes, fills upv government-operated
hospitals, exacerbates bias, and can result in a host of additional
unpredictable problems compared to privatised healthcare. Countries
like the U.K. have tried the route of government-provided healthcare but
have shown massive flaws with the U.K. National Health Service (NHS)
being regarded by the public as highly inefficient. Additionally, for those who
live in poverty, are from disadvantaged or marginalised backgrounds, or belong to groups that
are actively discriminated against, such as LGBTQ+, it may be more difficult for them to receive
treatment through a universal healthcare system due to inherent biases.
Another issue with a government-provided universal healthcare system is that it is difficult to
differentiate between which treatments are necessary to keep patients alive and which are elective.
With so many citizens relying solely on the government for healthcare, the number of cases that
public hospitals need to administer can slow down how quickly a patient can receive treatment.
Consequently, patients that require immediate surgery may not receive treatment as fast as they
would in a private hospital. A study done by Doctor Dirk Kremer of Harley St Aesthetics shows that
the NHS and similar universal healthcare systems are spending millions of pounds on nonessential
surgery. Taxation collected by the government to fund these programs should be distributed to meet
the healthcare needs of those who really need it.
Additionally, government-provided health insurance schemes often provide a lower quality of care
due to the fact that they pay providers considerably less for their services and expertise. In a private
hospital, a patient is more likely to get better treatment, which will lead to better outcomes. Studies
by the U.K. National Library of Medicine show that when treated in a private hospital, a patient is
70% more likely to survive in the ICU than in government-provided care.
Left-leaning political parties such as the Democrats (US) and Labour Party (UK) have attempted to
implement government-provided healthcare, which has often failed. Health programs such as the
Affordable Care Act (also known as 'Obamacare') in the U.S. eventually fail to meet needs because
when taxes are raised to support these causes, taxpayers often react negatively as they regard the
expenditures as wasteful and unjust. They object to covering the healthcare costs of others citizens
as long as the systems in use are inefficient and fail to solve ongoing problems. Furthermore, the
awareness that your health services will be paid for removes an essential incentive for people to
maintain a healthy lifestyle, so people take foolish risks with their long-term health. Is irresponsibility
really the mindset that we should set out to instil?
Though morally it sounds like a terrific idea, government-provided universal healthcare is inefficient,
prone to bias, and is often met with a lack of public support. I believe we are left with no doubt that
privatised healthcare is the more effective, cost-efficient, and ethical option for both citizens and
the governments that represent their interests.

*Lanna International Public Speaking Organisation (LIPSO) is a student-founded
and student-run organisation. This group organises debate tournaments in which
students must challenge themselves to ignore their personal opinions and research
and present multiple points of view regarding difficult real-world topics.
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On Collisions of Reality and the Nature of
Dragons (An Excerpt)
by Quin (Year 12)
Daniel realized that he was actually lost. The forest looked strangely alien. There was something
about it that was different, maybe the way every hue seemed slightly more colorful, or maybe how the
light seemed softer and more diffused. Then there was the noise.
A voice seemed to call out, not through the trees, but from the trees. And yet it was not a voice.
It was many subtle sounds weaving into one failed attempt at sounding human, and it rang inside his
head. Daniel was certain that if someone had been with him, they would not have heard it. Am I even on
Earth anymore? He was not sure, and the noise was increasing in its intensity. Why is it so hard to think?
The noise was drowning all thought, and it was still increasing. Everything seemed to resonate
with the all-consuming frequency. It was just too much. He thought his head would explode.
The strange echoing inside Daniel’s head had reached a climax of melodic cacophony, when a
dragon stepped through the softly shaded trees.
It was huge, yet it languidly loped through the woods with the air of a cat in the sun. The pantherlike shape radiated paradoxes of power and laziness, hunger and contentment. It stopped when it saw
Daniel, and it blinked once, yawning. Then it spoke.
“Hello, little morsel.”
The voice was deep and rumbling, yet soft and melodious. Though its mouth moved, it seemed
to bypass Daniel’s ears and speak directly into his head.
“H-h-hello,” Daniel stammered, unsure if he would faint. Unsure if he should faint; if it was a thing
he ought to do in this circumstance.
“You are far from home, little morsel.”
I’m talking to a dragon! Daniel’s mind screamed, A dragon!
“Yes, you are,” the dragon replied. It gave something approximating a smile. “It has been a long
time since humanlings walked this wood.”
Daniel trembled more fervently. Did it just read my mind?!
The dragon carried on, ignoring his panicked thoughts. “Thousands of your pitifully short ‘years’
since little humanlings would play in these glades. I miss their laughter sometimes.”
Don’t dragons eat people? Daniel thought worriedly.
“I do not eat children,” the dragon puffed smoke from its nostrils. It looked offended. “You humanlings
are too young, not fully grown. Although others disagree; Lalaishajhiikzhu would eat nests whole, and
Baankieroshajhi claims fawns give the best sport.” Once more the dragon puffed smoke from its nostrils.
It seemed to be a sign of disapproval.
Daniel realized the dragon had called him a child and he felt offended. I’m fifteen! he thought
impertinently.
“Are you, little morsel?” The dragon circled around him curiously and Daniel felt fear once more.
“Yet you smell as one newly brought into the world. You reek of newness, little morsel.” The dragon still
circled—its gaze fixed on Daniel. It was so close that he could have brushed up against it. His head echoed
with the otherworldly choir, nearly bursting with the sound that seemed to emanate from everything, the
dragon most of all.
Finally, the dragon strolled over and lay down in the shade of a massive tree. It looked at him lazily.
“You are still too small to be worth the effort of hunting. Amuse me, little morsel, and you will be
free to leave.”
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Daniel was surprised at the command. There was no threat in it, but it wasn’t a question. The
dragon expected obedience as no more than its due.
Daniel’s thoughts raced, desperately trying to think of something the dragon would find entertaining.
He feared if he did not, then he would be eaten—fifteen or otherwise. Unbidden, a riddle came to his mind.
“What has no handle, hilt nor grip;
Yet has four blades, how?
What has no anchor, oar nor prow;
Yet has sails, but is no ship?”
Where did that come from? I’ve never heard anything like it. Daniel hoped the dragon knew the
answer because he certainly did not.
The dragon hummed for a bit before its approximated smile appeared once more.
“A windmill.” It got up. “And that is what you will find if you follow this path. Goodbye, little morsel.
May you never see the teeth of my brothers and sisters.”
With that, it vanished into the forest like the wisps of a dream upon waking.
The throbbing and humming inside Daniel’s head seemed to die down, and he felt as though he
had just been dunked in cold water. Was this path here before? Did that thing seriously just wish me
luck at not being eaten? He felt so confused, but there was nothing more to do than carry on and hope
the path led him home.

Artwork by Connor (Year 12)
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Forsaken Faith
by Phoom (Year 8)
The hazy night sky lit up with scattering splatters of luminescence along with sounds
of distant fireworks rippling through the cold stale air. I could barely feel the nostalgic
breeze from my childhood brushing tenderly against my flimsy garments. Muffled
sounds filled my ears, with occasional laughter and cheer erupting from the small
crowd.
With the sound of rustling clothes, a warm weight abruptly slumped down on my
shoulder; the unexpected heat basked my skin, melting through my layers of clothing.
I glanced up to meet a pair of cordial eyes belonging to my kin squinting down at
me, his swollen lips giving in to the temptation of laughter—showing an enervated
grin. It was as if I could see the vapours of heat escaping through his blood-crimson
skin that embraced the forced corners of his smile. Suddenly, the scene illuminated
in a myriad of tumbling colours, with the long-anticipated rupture of fireworks soaring
into the sky. Exuberant cries flared up from the diminutive gathering in front of me,
though I could only mask my dwindling hope with a torn smile. I wished I had caught
a glimpse of the last words escaping my brother’s mouth before he left me to the dark
denuded field, but it was distorted by the cackling roars of fireworks. Only beads of
sadness remained in his eyes as he dissolved into the crowd, a slight smile on his
face.
Lands had once stretched beyond the opaque sheet of the night, flourishing with
fertility and lush green blades of crops and foliage. Now, only cracked arid land
remains, bleak soil silently singing the solemn hymns of death. I reached my hand
down to feel the cold crumbling particles of dirt and dried roots, the once bearer of
life, now hard infertile ground. Drastic changes in the climate and the increasing
extremity of weather had caused a massive decline in crop outputs. Repeated
innumerable times by the ones around me, the phrase “this year will be the best for
us” resonated at the back of my mind; others still hold the dying sense of optimism,
yet I only feel despondency lingering in the atmosphere. Year by year, they keep on
saying that this year will be the year of our crops, or that it will produce unimaginable
wealth. No longer could I deceive my heart and stray my family from the truth with my
light-hearted words. Day by day, humanity inches ever so slightly closer to the flames
of anarchy that lay await in the perceivable future. Even with the projection of future
events looming over our civilization, we still continue with our destructive ways.
A vibration shook the ground, which was immediately followed by rushed commotions
and desperate faces flooding the scene. On the floor laid a body, shivering in the
frigid blanket of new year's night. As if the warmth was radiating palpably from his
body, distinguished capillaries burned through the translucency of his skin glossed
with beads of sweat. I was not in the slightest alarmed by the sight; he would either
die or not. Disease had become a common part of life, and with the lack of money
and exponential inflation, nothing could be done. Even getting around is an arduous
feat. With the threat of oil shortage on the horizon, running out of energy has been
a concerning issue. Inclination in technological development had made foraging and
mining ever more efficient—with no signs of stopping. Fossil fuels are bound to run
out in the future, and the tightening of supply can be felt now. The collapse of human
civilization is near, and we can all feel it. A century ago, this was thought to be too far
in the future to pose a threat, and now, those people can only rest peacefully in the
blood-soaked soil spilt by their descendants.
As I was lost pondering in my labyrinth of thoughts, the group of people tried to
sustain the man's life. Most of my family members had died in a ravenous battle
against famine—many also due to the rise in disease spread. Extreme climates had
made it easier for the sustenance and reproduction of pathogens. Significant inflation
had made it no easier. Most of the world was now deprived of normal necessities, as
there has been a drastic decline in their supply. Our currencies and savings are of no
use; they are virtually worthless.
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Without the slightest flake of consternation, many had returned to their elated party,
indulging in optimism and refraining from the slightest of agitation. Optimism or
ignorance, I cannot truly say, for I knew that his fate was already engraved into the
fabric of reality, his tombstone waiting for his demise in the slowly perishing Mother
Earth. Such a considerate soul he was, yet his only use was as a fertiliser to keep
extending our hopeful outlooks.
Like a beam of hope outstretched through the tempestuous clouds, a hand reached
out in front of me, offering a pack of medicine. I did not bother to listen to his ransom
spiel, yet the only other person remaining still had a grain of hope in her eyes. In
her hands, a sodden clump of light crimson bills was tightly wrapped around by her
gaunt fingers. With a contemptuous glare, the sum of money was snatched away.
But I know that medicine will not suffice. He was beyond the threshold; days ago,
no one seemed to notice or give the slightest attention even when his symptoms
were clearly visible, not even the one pathetically holding her tears. Through some
atrocious commotions, the man stomped away with the worthless pieces of paper
and an unopened packet of medicine. The dejected bills are too little of value to be
accepted. Not even a sliver of empathy remained, only selfishness and greed.
The Phoenix will never ascend from the ashes; his body will be returned to nature’s
desolate soils as fertiliser. The stench of rotten sinew follows the days after while
another soul departs from her mortal journey—leaving only stains of warm fluid on
cold tiles and soaked ropes. Slowly, the silent void devours my heart, leaving only my
house empty—my brother’s house.

Artwork by Kate (Year 10)
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SLC @ LANNA
Mr Justin, Deputy Head of Primary & Specialist Team Leader
It’s been another fruitful year for our Student Leadership Council
(SLC) here at LANNA Primary.
As everyone is aware, we got off to a slow start due to being online
for the first part of the year. Therefore, our SLC actually started up in
Google Classroom as Ms Amy encouraged last year’s members to
get involved. When they got back to on-site learning in September
was when the council really revved up.
Along with Ms Natasha, Ms Zhao and Ms Erika, the SLC members
began brainstorming about what they could do this year to make an
impact, and here is what happened!
Again, the same as the previous year, the SLC was divided into two teams:
●
●

Making the School Better (MTSB)
MUFTI

Each team is responsible for its own section and meets separately.
Some of the initiatives this year for the MTSB team include “Green
Team”, and also supporting the school roduction of Beauty and the
Beast by acting as ushers. They were also invited to participate in
our WASC re-accreditation mid-term visit this year as well. They did
a great job representing our students and giving ideas on what is
happening at LANNA.
For the MUFTI team, they continue to handle monthly MUFTI events
here at LANNA and also organised a special MUFTI to raise money
for people affected by the war in Ukraine. Some of the other MUFTI
themes included Valentine’s, Christmas and the holidays, Bling-bling
and Lunar New Year! Thousands of baht have been raised for local
animal- and child-welfare charities.
The most important thing our SLC members do on a regular basis is
being role models each and every day. They continuously uphold the
values we teach them about being good global citizens, explorers and
learners, healthy and confident individuals and good communicators,
and this has a trickle-down effect as we can see these same values
in our younger students.
We are excited for the SLC to continue next year and we are hoping that
some of our younger students would like to be involved. See you in August!
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Humanities Week
by Daniel and PK (Year 10)

Humanities Week was held the first
week after the February break this
year with the theme of Sustaining
Humanity. Each day consisted
of many interactive, exciting and
engaging events which are held
to educate students on ongoing
issues around the world along with
great opportunities to experience
the cultures of other countries.
These activities also came with
the opportunity to win prizes and
house points.
On day one, a video introducing
anthropogenic impacts on the earth
was played during homeroom along
with a Kahoot quiz that tested
students’ knowledge on ‘What is
‘Sustainability’. During break time,
an engaging discussion revolving
around the Ukraine Crisis and a
Q&A took place in Mr Brookes’
room, where students were able
to express their viewpoints on
the invasion. We discussed the
possible outcomes of the war,
Putin’s intentions with the invasion,
and how we could support those
affected by the war. The Q&A
provided was also able to give an
introduction to the crisis for students.
A fun game of Geography/History
spelling bee was held during lunch
period, where students were also
asked to use their given word in
a sentence for extra points. The
winner and two runner-ups all got
awarded house points and prizes
for their efforts!
Day two started with an interesting
video of ‘what would happen if you

cut down all of a city’s trees’ in
addition to an educational Kahoot
game about the Ukraine Crisis
during homeroom. Later during
break and lunch, there was a
charming activity that took place
in the small dining room and under
the dome. Students were able to
learn Chinese calligraphy, and knot
tying. During break time, wontons
were available for students and
teachers with proceeds going to
charity.
A video on how our diet can impact
global warming started off the third
day of Humanities Week along with
another educational Kahoot on
sustainability in Businesses and
Enterprise. Later on, during break,
students had a great chance to try
out tasty plant-based snacks such
as plant-based cookies, brownies
and samosas. Even though the
plant-based snacks were new and
unfamiliar to many students, they
enjoyed the pleasant experience
of trying yummy treats. The goal
was to show students that plantbased snacks don't necessarily
have to be dull as many desserts
and fried treats were given out,
while also showing them that,
yes, plant-based snacks can taste
incredible!
On Friday, the day kicked off with
a video on the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals,
which was followed by a Kahoot
on the UNSDG. An array of French
snacks including macarons and
eclairs were given out to the

school in the dining room during
break time. After getting their fill
of French sweets, the Year 7-10s
were given the opportunity to
participate in a scavenger hunt that
revolved around the 3 R’s, which
are Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. The
teams were split according to their
house colour and the winners were
awarded prizes and house points.
Everyone also received candy for
participating!
Throughout the week, we were
able to raise up to around 5,500
THB, which was donated to Warm
Heart Foundation’s Stop the Smoke
campaign in an effort to mitigate
the effects of the seasonal air
pollution problem in Chiang Mai.
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Year 13 Community
Outreach Project
by Thai Early Advanced Class (Year 13)

Our Trip to Patara Elephant Farm
On Friday, the 28th of January, the Year 13 Thai class took a trip to Patara Elephant Farm to donate the
money we raised as a class. We fundraised through various activities such as selling custom handmade
bracelets, smoothies, dalgona candy, popcorn and other goods. In total, we raised 6,510 baht for the
elephants.
Patara Elephant Farm is a family-owned and operated sanctuary. Focused on the health recovery and
reproduction management of elephants, they are determined to educate the public on the threats that
elephants face. We participated in the Elephant Owner for a Day program, a special program created
for everyone to learn about and interact with elephants as an owner would do daily. We started the day
by learning about the aims of the elephant farm: Rescue, Rehabilitate, Reproduce. Patara Elephant
Farm rescues injured elephants, cares for them, and helps regrow and restore the elephant population
that has been dwindling over the years with the threat of elephant poaching and habitat loss.
We then met with the Head Veterinarian to learn about how elephants are medically treated. We found
that many of the medicines are what humans use! Later, we got to feed the elephants their daily meal
of bananas—getting covered in their spit in the process. To wash both the elephants and ourselves, we
got to bathe and brush the elephants in the shallow river, ride them, and communicate with them through
different spoken commands. In fact, bathing elephants is an important part of their daily routine in order
to keep their skin clean, allowing them to sleep bug-free at night! For lunch, we ate at the Elefin Farm &
Cafe and viewed the beautiful mountains around us.
Through this experience, we learned how to maintain a small business in order to generate funds, as
well as how to care for the elephants. This trip made us realise that elephants are just like humans who
need care and feeding. The COVID-19 pandemic has, without a doubt, affected businesses of all kinds.
Without our help, local businesses continue to suffer so we believe it is important that we donate when
we can. We are very grateful to have been given this opportunity and we hope to make a reunion with
the elephants in the future!
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Patara Elephant Farm, Chiang Mai's most reputable elephant sanctuary, is owned and
operated by one of our LANNA families. Please go to visit them to support both the
elephants and our LANNA community!
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Climate Change
Conference
by Miko (Year 12)
What is COP26?
Conference of the Parties (COP) is a UN initiative to
bring countries together for climate summits that has
lasted nearly three decades. 2021 marked the 26th
annual COP climate summit that was hosted in Glasgow,
Scotland. Preceding the event, the UK, the summit’s
president, worked with every nation attending (26 EU
member states, and 74 other UN member states) on
an agreement on how to deal with climate change.
What is the importance of the Paris Climate
Agreement?
The Paris Climate Agreement, created at COP21 in
2015, is an international treaty on climate change that
aims to limit the effects of global warming by mitigating
earth’s average surface temperature from rising by
2 degrees Celsius. Under the agreement, member
nations cooperated to plan strategies in reducing
carbon emissions to aid them in meeting each nation’s
individual goals. Ensuing this summit, a reflection of
progress was planned to be made every five years in
order to update strategies accordingly, hence COP26.
Most nations had failed to meet their initial plans to
reduce their carbon emissions, especially after the US
dropped out of the agreement during Donald Trump’s
presidency. As a result, the commitments laid out in
2015 did not come close to limiting global warming to
1.5 degrees. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) released a report in 2018 stating that we
are nearing the 1.5-degree threshold and will soon far
exceed it if carbon emissions are to remain the same as
the current levels today. The report’s findings conclude
that this would lead to multiple irreparable ecological
disasters that will displace millions of people, cause
food and water shortages, and trigger mass extinction
events of both flora and fauna vital to the survival of
nature and mankind.
Outcomes of COP26
Shipping: Shipping, a vital part of every nation’s
economy, is becoming ever more necessary for many
countries’ survival. It is projected that greenhouse
gas emissions from the industry will increase by up to
250% and account for 17% of total greenhouse gas
emissions. The International Maritime Organisation’s
(IMO) goal was to reduce the emissions by 40% by
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2030 compared to their 2008 levels. As a result, the
UN claimed that the IMO’s ambitions were insufficiently
ambitious. By setting new targets for 2030 and 2040,
the UN and IMO hope to create a fully decarbonized
shipping industry by 2050.
Financial aid: Developed member nations have pledged
financial support to less developed countries so that
they can gain access to technology and infrastructure
allowing them to reduce their carbon emissions. One
of the pledges made was to double financial aid from
79.6 billion to 160 billion by 2025.
Curbing deforestation: All signatories will be moving
towards agricultural practices which do not degrade
the soil and discourage mass production in ways that
will be harmful to surrounding ecosystems and the
environment as a whole. Moreover, there is also the
commitment to formerly deforested areas which will be
reforested if possible and that existing forests will no
longer be exploited for timber.
Reduction of coal use: Developed member states
have pledged to increase their investment in renewable
energy, thus reducing their reliance on fossil fuels.
Furthermore, the goal “to cease issuance of new permits
for new unabated coal-fired power generation projects”
has been pledged by multiple signatories, which will
further accelerate the reduction of fossil fuel usage and
hopefully lead to a future where coal is no longer used
to power most of our industries and cities.
Ending fossil fuel subsidies: More than 20 countries
have pledged to end new direct public support for the
international unabated fossil fuel energy sector by
the end of 2022, except in limited and clearly defined
circumstances that are consistent with a 1.5°C warming
limit and the goals of the Paris Agreement.
COP26 has pushed the world in a better direction in
combating climate change and ensuring the longevity of
our species and our planet. Though we are still a ways
away from achieving a carbon neutral society, COP26
has pivoted many nations in the correct direction so that
we might avoid multiple climatic disasters and allow the
earth to heal from the damage we have wrought onto
it. It is necessary for people to realise that if we do not
change our ways now, it will be too late for the survival
of our species and will cause even more irreparable
damage to our planet.

After six years of truly transformative leadership at LANNA, our beloved Athletics Director—Ms
Laura—will be moving on at the end of this academic year. The LQ team and everyone at LANNA
would like to express our sincere appreciation. First, we’ll hear from Mr Ash, who will be taking over
as the new Athletics Director. Then we will hear from a few of Ms Laura’s student athletes.
Mr Ash, PE Teacher
Back in 2016, the Sports Programme here at Lanna
International School looked distinctly different to
the vibrant, popular and successful machine that is
today. Many students at LANNA claimed ‘we never
win anything’ when it came to sports. However, over
the course of the last 6 years and as the result of
one woman’s vision and endless hours of hard work,
school sport here at LANNA has never been in a
better position than it is now. All of this is thanks
to our departing Athletics Director and outstanding
Physical Education teacher, Laura Davies.

Since Ms Laura has been running the Sports
Department there have been many changes that
have taken place, all of which have been for the
betterment of the school. When LANNA participates
in sports fixtures, they now arrive in style, adorned
in contemporary, stylish green and black kits. Long
gone are the lime green tattered uniforms of the

LANNA Piranhas, and long live the sleekly dressed
LANNA Lions! All of this is thanks to Ms Laura.

The expansion of the sporting culture at our school has
also been enhanced significantly. The introduction of
the sports awards to celebrate the excellence that we
see on a yearly basis at our school was Ms Laura’s
creation. Sports Leadership is a new Key Stage 5
class that enriches the development of our Year 12
and 13 students. These lessons provide them with
experience in delivering sport sessions that enhance
their leadership skills and confidence, all of which
benefit them for the rest of their adult lives as they
prepare to venture off into the big wide world. Again,
Ms Laura’s idea, vision and implementation.
Opportunities for students to have unforgettable
sporting memories in different parts of Thailand
ranging from Bangkok, Chiang Rai and Phuket have
increased thanks to Ms Laura. The connections
established with these schools and the invitations
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to return keep on coming, due to the hardworking,
competitive and respectable way our teams conduct
themselves under her guidance. These once-in-alifetime experiences have now been ingrained in
our sports programme and will forever continue to
be a part of LANNA life.

This may come as a surprise to those of you who are
reading this but LANNA Secondary Campus doesn’t
possess the greatest sports facilities in Chiang Mai,
if anywhere for that matter. Nonetheless, instead of
settling for average facilities, Ms Laura has always
worked tirelessly to help the students and coaches
have the chance to have the best training facilities
possible. Whether it be navigating the minefield of
organising local Thai football pitches, getting dangerous
basketball and volleyball courts resurfaced or having
the swimming pool retiled and kept clean for safe
use, these unappreciated yet hugely important tasks
have been carried out thanklessly for years.

“We always lose to them'’ or ‘’we just make up the
numbers’’ were common phrases thrown around many
years ago before Ms Laura took over as Athletics
Director. Since then, LANNA teams have reached
over 20 finals in girls and boys sports events over the
past 4 years before COVID-19 brought everything
to a halt. However, the more important number is
that Lanna International School has won over 17
championships in team sports and dozens of gold
medals in individual sports such as badminton and
swimming under the watchful eye of Ms Laura. In fact,
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just recently, the JV Boys, JV Girls, U14 Boys and
U14 Girls volleyball teams were crowned the CMAC
2022 champions in the first CMAC tournament held
in recent years. Clearly, LANNA is now a respected
entity within the CMAC community and we’re not
there just to ‘take part’ anymore.
To state that Ms Laura is simply an Athletics Director
and PE teacher doesn’t do her justice. The contribution
she has given to our school and the community of
Chiang Mai is immeasurable. In school, she is a
founding member of the Diversity, Equity, Inclusion,
Justice committee. She has regularly shared her
expertise with other members of staff by delivering
professional development workshops. Furthermore,
she is a big advocate for student welfare around the
school and is a dedicated mentor to many students
who require any additional guidance. Outside of
school, she contributes insightful articles to WISE
and BAME PE, she creates and stars in educational
podcasts, delivers educational seminars for wellrenowned academic institutes around the world, is
currently working on her PHD in SEN Inclusion in
International Schools, provides additional coaching to
students who wish to further themselves in football,
saves animals, and all in all, is just a fabulous human.

There is so much more that can be said about her
accomplishments since she joined our school—not
to mention what could be argued as the biggest
challenge she has overcome since joining LANNA,
working with Mr Ash (me). The fact that Ms Laura
has had to work with and share an office with Mr Ash
for six consecutive years, yet has still managed to
restrain herself from kicking a football at his head
is nothing short of incredible!
Jokes aside, the legacy Ms Laura leaves behind is
one that has left a lasting impression on the LANNA
sports community. The foundations she has built
will ensure the sports programme will continue to
thrive and grow for years to come. As a friend and
a colleague, I can only state that her relentless
professionalism, undeniable work ethic and the
endless laughs we shared will be sorely missed.
Thank you for everything, Laura!

Nichole (Year 13
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Congrats, Lions!
After a long, COVID-burdened two-year stretch of very limited opportunities to participate in organised
sports or extracurricular activities, our LANNA students have returned to competition in recent weeks…
with a roar!

Volleyball
JV Girls, JV Boys, U14 Boys, and U14 Girls Volleyball teams were ALL crowned 2022 CMAC Champions!

Badminton
Thomas - 16 Boys Champion!
Finn - U14 Boys Champion!
Yardha - U12 Girls 2nd Place!

A.T.O.D. International
Dance Competition 2022
Asia (Year 8) - 2nd Place Overall in
Contemporary Dance Group!
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LIPSO
PERFORMING ARTS

TEDYOUTH
EVENTS

MODEL
UNITED
NATIONS

Develop your public speaking skills at LANNA

LANNA COMMUNITY ADS
EDITOR'S NOTE! The LQ Team feel that supporting local businesses is an excellent way to support
sustainability, so we have offered these two pages for free ads for the greater LANNA community.
Please support these local businesses!

Teacher Helper

Rising Stars Football Academy
We coach football for children of all ages, abilities and
genders. The curriculum is centered on developing
football and social skills through fun/game-based
activities. Our sessions run on a Tuesday & Thursday
@ Almag Arena from 4.45pm- 6pm. All of our coaches
are qualified and experienced.

Innovative ways to learn. Our recent online
phonics cards will improve your child’s ability to
read English. Cheap and helpful!
Mr Gavin, Primary Art Teacher

Mr Adrian, Year 3 Teacher

Moody Mood1e
(LINE stickers)
Digital stickers available
on LINE to express your
current mood to your friends.
Download today!
DK (Year 11)
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Hanaya - Ms Pui
Available at Payap University Food Court, Food
Panda, and Lineman. Contact Kris at 0956898729.
Ms Pui, Teaching Assistant

PunDao Handmade

KIDs CRAFTs

Specializes in handcrafted accessories: beautiful
bracelets, necklaces and earrings with exceptional
loving care and precision. The designs are inspired
by Ms Jatuporn's homeland—The Mong Villages
of Central Thailand, ensuring the Mong people can
maintain a sustainable source of income.

A craft studio for children ages 7-14 to learn something
new, find inspiration, start new hobbies, or even
develop life skills. Examples of our workshops include
aroma candles, terrariums, cookie painting, tie dye
clothes, and so on. FB: KIDs CRAFTs; Location:
GIMME Shelter CNX; Days - Saturday and Sunday

Mr Adrian, Year 3 Teacher

Ms Som, Teacher Assistant

Cat Farang Yoga Compound
Yoga is a relaxing and healthy activity, and when cats
are in the room grooming, playing, or just sleeping,
the experience is much more enjoyable. Kru Gift
will have you feeling calm and flexible, and our
rotating cast of cats will make you smile the whole
time. Phone - 066-1376016; Line ID - platongboo;
Email - nalinrat6016@gmail.com
Dr Adam, Secondary Science Teacher

Chiang Mai Foam & Chiang Mai
Mattress - Rene Y13
We are a foam/mattress manufacturer with over
40 years of experience. At Chiang Mai Foam/
Mattress Factory, we carry a large selection of
foam products, for a wide range of applications,
all at very competitive prices.

Mints Mini Meals
Affordable Thai and foreign food available for
delivery.
Mr Gavin, Primary Art Teacher

Rene (Year 13)
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Sam Morphett (Year 13)

successful online conference. Rebecca (Year 12)
and Tee (Year 13) served as the Secretary-General
and Deputy Secretary-General respectively; they
were clearly experts in all things MUN related and
their knowledge and experience went a long way
in creating an authentic and memorable event that
was both challenging and fun for the delegates. The
Chiang Mai international school community owes
the Secretariats and other members of the LANNA
International Public Speaking Organization (LIPSO)
a great deal of gratitude for their continued hard work
and commitment to upholding the high standard of
LANNA-hosted MUN events.
CMMUN
On the 22nd of November 2021, Lanna International
School demonstrated its position as a reputable
and accomplished event organiser with yet another
smooth and successful hosting of the Chiang Mai
Model United Nations (CMMUN) conference. As
a widely popular event spanning 12 international
schools in Chiang Mai and the surrounding regions,
the CMMUN conference has built itself a reputation
as a premier event on the calendar each year.
Naturally, this presents a monumental logistical and
organisational challenge for the event coordinators,
who are faced with the tasks of choosing appropriate
topics, selecting capable and motivated committee
chairs, communicating with other schools and over
180 delegates, and ensuring the smooth flow of
proceedings come the day of the conference. These
challenges were all compounded by the ongoing
pandemic and with the onset of distance learning
and tougher restrictions; there was no choice
but to move this year's conference online. Yet as
consistent as ever, the organising team at LANNA
rose to the occasion, executing a seamless and
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My experience as the delegate of the USA to the
Security Council was nothing but positive. The topic
of debate for this committee was to ‘discuss the
Taliban's control over Afghanistan and how best to
prevent it from being used as a base for international
terrorism in the future’. I personally found this issue
to be both interesting and challenging due to its
relevance in current global politics as well as recent
events causing increasing uncertainty and volatility in
a nation that has been at the centre of global attention
for my entire lifetime. Like many other delegates,
I took this opportunity to research the historical
events and to identify the underlying factors and

key decisions that led the issue to become what it is
today. I consider this to be one of the most valuable
elements of MUN as it encourages students to gain
a deeper understanding of current global issues to
expand their perspective and gain a wider worldview.
This also translates to fruitful and rigorous debate
between delegates, allowing for a more engaging
and exciting conference for all. Furthermore, through
the resolution proposing process, delegates are also
encouraged to use their knowledge of the issue and
their country’s stance to seek viable solutions whilst
taking into account the views and opinions of others
to find a suitable compromise. I was very pleased to
discover that all of the delegates in my committee
came well researched and prepared to allow for
extensive debate over several diverse opinions and
ideas. Although this may have come at the expense
of my proposed resolution, I still appreciated the
opportunity to engage with other well-informed and
experienced delegates allowing for a fulfilling and
authentic MUN experience.

other MUN event. Separate committees debated and
voted on proposed resolutions and those who passed
within their committees were given the opportunity
to present their resolution in the General Assembly
(GA) when all committees congregated. The LANNA
MUN conference unfolded as expected for the most
part; however, towards the end of the GA, delegates
returned from a short scheduled break to discover
something was amiss.
An alien invasion had occurred!

LANNA MUN
A large overhead screen displayed a news flash video
that depicted images of ice caps and glaciers with
various headlines mentioning a real-life UFO landing.
Clarity was eventually provided by the SecretariesGeneral who explained that aliens had landed in
Eastern Siberia and the GA had entered into an
emergency crisis session. Despite being initially taken
aback, delegates quickly took on the responsibility
to respond to the crisis to find a meaningful solution
in the best interest of the planet and of humanity.
Understanding that time was running out, delegates
had to decide on an action plan.
Almost as if hosting the CMMUN conference in
November 2021 was not enough work, LIPSO also
took the initiative to host an intramural LANNA MUN
conference. This event, in its second year running,
offers LANNA students the opportunity to participate
in a low-pressure, laid back conference while still
receiving a full, authentic MUN experience. This
presents the ideal environment for newer delegates
to build confidence and gain experience before taking
on larger conferences such as CMMUN. The value
of this event can be clearly seen with the reception
of 43 new delegates (out of 115) from across the
entire Secondary school with many others taking on
new roles such as significant countries or serving
as committee chairs. The event, held on the 18th
of February 2022, was a resounding success and
a fitting and fun way for all participants to enjoy
the last day of school before the mid-term break.
Despite the lower experience levels (on average),
this had no impact on the quality of the conference
with observers being treated to tense debates, wellwritten persuasive speeches and multiple cogent
resolutions per committee.
For the most part of this conference, the proceedings
followed a predictable schedule consistent with any

After some suspiciously familiar-looking scientific
experts, military advisors, and alien advocates gave
speeches on their views and a brief invasive protest
was dealt with, delegates were presented with a
number of possible approaches to avert the crisis
such as nuclear warfare, diplomatic negotiations,
seeking scientific advice, or simply waiting for the
aliens to approach.
The GA was then divided into groups of delegates
who shared sentiments on how to resolve the crisis.
A leader was elected to give a speech on what they
believe would be the best course of action in order to
avert the crisis. This unexpected fictional crisis scenario
tested delegates in their ability to take leadership,
improvise, make decisions, and generate ideas
with zero notice and under considerable pressure.
Ultimately, the delegates of this conference rose to
the occasion, presenting spirited and expressive
speeches and eventually voting to pursue a scientific
approach that successfully averted the crisis. It was
great to see both teachers and students embrace
this crisis session to create what was easily the most
accomplished and enjoyable MUN conference of the
2021/22 academic year.
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